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Abstract
This paper describes the entire thought process, the work and journey behind the
completion of my Thesis Film titled “PURGED”. This film was animated in 3D and created
over the course of four semesters. Purged is a thrilling short animated film about a
couple’s escape from death. The film mainly revolves around a couple; namely the white
king and queen, and how death; the black pieces of a chessboard enact out the game as
if it’s happening in real life until the big reveal at the end of it merely being a game of
chess.

The film is centered around the theme of sacrifice. The Oxford dictionary defines the word
sacrifice as an act of giving up something valued for the sake of something else regarded
as more important or worthy. It defines the same word in terms of chess as a move
intended to allow the opponent to win a pawn or piece, for strategic or tactical reasons.
The film is thrilling amalgamation of these two concepts. On one hand, it shows the
sacrifice in love whereas on the other hand it shows strategic sacrifices of pieces in order
to win the game.

Through this three minute animated short film I learned a lot about the value of sacrifice
and how our life is full of them. The various obstacles faced during the creation of this
thesis not only helped make me a better artist.
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Introduction
There are many examples in day to day life where a woman’s sacrifice is overlooked or
devoid of any appreciation. An example of this is where a wife is expected to leave or
sacrifice her goals after marriage or a mother is expected to leave her job and stay back
at home to take care of a newborn.

Taking these real-life examples, the movie tried to narrate a story using chess where even
though the queen is the most powerful piece on the board, the victory is only achieved by
checkmating the king. In the movie, the woman is shown to be a strong-willed character
and she refuses to leave behind the man she loves. She does her best to drag him out of
danger in various scenes where the man was can barely comprehend what is happening
around him and react to accordingly. This part depicts the love a woman holds within
herself that even at times in life and death she doesn’t lose hope and fights to keep her
loved ones safe. The small sacrifices that make a big difference. Just like in a game of
chess where small sacrifices are made strategically to change the course of the game.

As best quoted by Simon Williams who states that the beauty of chess is that it can be
whatever you want it to be. It transcends language, age, race, religion, politics, gender,
and socioeconomic background. Whatever your circumstances, anyone can enjoy a
good fight to the death over the chess board. This very quote gave me the world I was
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looking for to set the scene for my characters also led to further inspiration in the
ideation process.

The strength of a woman is best described as when a woman can focus on solving a
problem or achieving a goal, uninterrupted by the needs of those around her, not heeding
even her own need for food or sleep, she has a capacity for conscious focus that leads
to accomplishments. She gives whatever she is working on her “undivided attention.” She
has a “one-track mind,” which allows her to do what she sets her mind on. When she
concentrates on outer goals or whatever the task at hand the focus is achievementoriented (Bolen 1984). In this very sense a women’s’ strength lies mainly within her ability
to align herself with her goal.

The abstract world of chess made for a powerful story telling tool, to speak about the
sacrifices and strength of a woman using two contrasting pieces. On one side we have a
woman who is strong in the name of love; namely the while piece, and on the other side
we have a woman who is strong because of the position/power she holds; namely the
black piece.

These were the main thinking points that led to the development of the movie and the
story.
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Pre-Production
The thought process at the start of the film was mainly based on the introduction. It was
circulated around showing the value and power of a woman along with her sacrifice
without wanting it to be too comical. Thus started the story development phase

Story Development
The story started off with a vague idea of having a couple where the woman supersedes
the man in every way possible in their daily life. The problem with the idea was that it kept
turning into a gimmick and wouldn’t let me emphasize the point I wanted in the way it did.
I have nothing against comical films but on a personal note I felt that the lesser the comical
aspect in this film the better it would be. This then led me to think about life and death
scenarios and how much sacrifice we see from a man compared to that of a woman.
Coming from an Indian background most of my life I have seen major sacrifices just from
the female gender in the society. And no other theme magnifies the value of sacrifice
other than love because love is not possible without sacrifice, and sacrifice is not possible
without love (Kingsbury 2013). That’s when the idea of a love story dawned on me but
again the challenge was to emphasize the strength of the female gender. While browsing
through the internet I came to realize that many men preferred strong independent woman
but then at the same time they would not want the females to overpower them. Females
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on the other hand, besides being independent, wouldn’t mind sacrificing it all for the man
they love.

Then one day while breaking my head for a story that involved love, sacrifice, a strong
female lead and subtle hint of feminism my friend invited me for a game a chess. I still
remember talking to him about the thoughts I had in my head while we were playing and
him finding it ironical how the game of chess was almost a symbolic and visual
representation of that. The king on the board was as strong as a regular pawn but the
game only ended with him whereas the queen, the all-powerful and ultimate chess piece,
had significance when she was on the board. My story came to life. My brain started this
huge chain of thoughts on how I could possibly link these ideas together all over a simple
game of chess. And then in entirety I got the story together much more fitting to my story
telling style and preference.

In the first version of my story that was included in my thesis proposal there were too
many elements. The story started with the couple having a beautiful romantic time
together until they are attacked. They then run into a car and are confronted by the first
form of death (a black chess piece). The shape of death in this encounter is more like a
dwarf-soldier with heavy armor much to the likeness of a pawn on the chess board. After
the altercation with this soldier they encounter death in the shape of a knight. The knight
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manages to stop their car but is killed by an oncoming truck. Which then gives the couple
a chance to run for their lives and ask a priest for help who resembles the chess piece for
a bishop.

While in conversation with the bishop, they are then attacked by a rook who kills the priest
but is eventually killed by the female lead as the rook tries to attack the male lead. They
then run off into the wilderness. They run up to a sleeping farmer who is killed by an
archer dwarf rushing to kill the couple. An army of marching troops charges towards them
one after another in continuation whom the woman kills one by one until she succumbs
to her death with a smart move by a dwarf leaving the king on his own. He is outnumbered
and directly attacked by the queen of death who is quick and snaps his head in an
instance as he falls to the ground only for us to hear a voice say checkmate and we cut
to reality where two characters are playing chess.

The proposal committee as well as my thesis committee however were quick to point out
that the movie had too many characters and too much happening to complete over this
tight timeline while working alone. Hence, I devised a plan to try and meet deadlines only
if possible or to cut the story to suit my deadline. I tried to retain as many characters and
scenes from the initial script. This led me to believe that probably a 2D and 3D hybrid film
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was the best way to go. The story finally resulted in removal of the farmer and reduction
of backgrounds to make the work seem possible.

This however changed further as deadlines drew near and production went way off track
and the story was further modified to be shorter. It was meant to incorporate as many
characters as possible with some flow of a story. However, I do feel that the essence of
the film went missing somewhere through this process thus resulting in further revisions
and delays resulting in extended semesters of production. The flow of the story changed
when now the couple from the apartment ran directly from the building to the church and
then from there the story remained the same.

Character Design
Right from the beginning I knew character designs would be crucial to this film. The subtle
hints of the game had to be left all throughout the film and character resemblance would
play a major role in the same. Since there were two queens in the film their characters
had to resemble the chess piece but they still needed to have their own features come
through. Thus, the designs had to be driven from their respective pieces as reference but
with necessary characteristics of what their side was portraying in the film. I had to also
keep in mind how the characters moved on the chess board as I wanted their physical
attributes like height, weight and size affecting that.
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The pawn or the dwarf soldier was my starting character design. As known, it is the
smallest piece on the board moves one step at a time and hence, I knew my character
for this piece had to be short and sturdy. I let the character resemble that of a dwarf with
heavy armor and small legs thus causing restricted movements to imitate that of a pawn
on the chess board.

As seen the upper body of the dwarf soldier is a scaled silhouette of the pawn piece in
chess.

The initial rook design was also inspired in the same way. Rook is also known as “hathi”
which refers to elephant in India; and castle in other English speaking regions in the world.
Hence, using cultural as well as global keys I designed the rook to look the way it does.
It was strong and sturdy so it’s’ easier to move backward and forward, however, due to
the heavier body frame it can’t move diagonally. The elephant tusks and legs were a
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subtle hint for the Indian version of the piece. The castle like design was necessary to
incorporate the look of the castle so as to stay with the more common name of the piece.

As seen the design resemblance to the actual chess piece is very similar. The castle like
design was however brought lower and into the armor so that the head could turn better
and sit deeper into the character. From the back view the piece looked similar to the one
on the real chess board.

The bishop was based on the same concept. The character had to fit the shape of the
bishop and the design was made to incorporate the same.
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I knew the character would look much more authentic if I had aged it a bit because as per
history, the bishop or rather the clergy that mainly dealt with kings and queens were
generally aged and had more wisdom.

The queen was by far the toughest character design I completed. On one side I had made
her look more likable as the female lead to play out the story of the couple. On the other
side I had to make her look like a battle queen who is ready to kill. One side of her was
that she was a loving wife who cared and loved her husband, while in contrast the other
queen was a ruthless queen who was ready to act if needed to get the job done.

The silhouette of the character was made such that the top part of the piece would look
the same as the queen’s crown. The kind of jewel on the crown was made to match by
adding a bun on the characters head while the body that followed was designed to hold
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the rest of the shape of the piece. The initial character design as seen above replicated
the silhouette of the chess piece through most of its upper body.

While in stark contrast the negatively portrayed queen had to have armor and yet maintain
the same silhouette. The main idea for this character was in some way to portray Athena,
the Greek goddess of wisdom and war. The armor was styled in was to resemble works
of her that have been seen from time to time.. I quickly managed to get the head gear
designed so that it matched the silhouette.

The king design proved to be slightly tricky too as he needed to have a cross on his head.
The character portrayed had to show the ruggedness of a king, a ruler; and yet be
someone who was extremely limited is his movement due to the chess piece the character
was supposed to resemble. Fear was chosen to be the reason for the limited movement
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of the piece. This resulted in the design of a character who is lean in stature with the cross
incorporated in his cap.

A lot of my character designs did however change with time to suit the modelling or rigging
needs, based on shortcomings experienced. These were mere adjustments to make the
character more functional or suit the story better as explained in the modelling phase of
the paper.

Storyboard and animatic
One of my biggest hurdles as an animator and filmmaker is the 2D storyboarding and
animatic phase. Despite having thought about it in my mind, bringing the same thing to
life on paper is one of the toughest things to do. Drawing in perspective while positioning
characters and showing them in 3D space is very challenging. This took away a lot of
time from my pre-production phase which was a major hold up as modelling had to start
PURGED|19

early with all the characters, environments and rigging that had to be done. This all
resulted in losing a lot of time and falling back on my production timeline. Eventually as
timelines drew near, I somehow managed to combine my storyboard and animatic phase
into one as it gave me a better idea of shot progression and usage of models in 3D space.
I eventually ended up setting scenes as I drew them and jumped straight into the 3D
animatic phase while sketching out the necessary scenes for the animatic. This helped
me speed up my work and get to terms with the semester and get the first semester out
of the way. However, the possibility of starting modelling and making the animatic was
definitely not possible with health and other issues playing up. Hence everything had to
be done together in the final semester of the thesis.
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Production
The film at this point had to be changed with good amount of characters to be modelled,
rigged and then animated as well, to be submitted towards the completion of thesis. But
at the start the need for getting the 3D models ready was of utmost importance.

Software

Since the movie was now decided to be solely in 3D the models were rigged and animated
majorly in Autodesk Maya. ZBrush was my go-to software for any facial or hair modelling.
Houdini was the favored software for procedural modelling of most of the environments
in scenes that were heavy with trees and nature as I got quick results in a short amount
of time after the initial rig set up. Arnold was used for lighting and shading and rendering
all via MAYA. The effects were generated in After effects for effects and the final
composite was made in Premiere Pro.

Modelling
The modelling process was rather tricky. With each character design there were unique
problems of mesh intersections with the armor and the body it was worn on that had to
be tackled. The design to modelling phase was quick, however, I did have to go to-andfro between rigging and modelling to fix certain aspects of the characters resulting in
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various changes and modifications in so that a functional rig could be made. I tried my
best to not stray too far away from the character designs and the models represented the
same.

The pawn design to model as seen is not as different. A little of the armor is moved around
minutely during the rigging phase so that the model could move easily and interact in the
way that was needed.
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The rook design on the other hand is one that stayed mostly similar to the original design.
The shoulder armor was the toughest to incorporate with the rig as it kept intersecting by
moving into the body armor hence had to be removed from the design. The battlement
design was kept as much as possible to keep the look of the model constant with the
design without it impacting the rigging process too much.
PURGED|23

The bishop model stayed close to its character design. The chasuble however had to be
removed eventually due the problems with N-cloth simulation and it did not affect the
design much so it wasn’t the toughest part to be removed. The bishop was also made to
look a little bit aged as it felt more suited to the character.
PURGED|24

The top of the female lead had to be modified to suit the silhouette of the character design
due to the failure of N-Cloth simulations across the systems and cache data not reading.
Her top was modified to fit the rig and animation thus changing much of the design. The
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bun on the top of her remained and the new modern crop top design also helped maintain
some continuity to match the silhouette of the chess piece. However, as some part of the
upper body was lost as seen in the 3D render the final 3D model failed to totally justify
the design of the initial silhouette of the chess piece.
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The villain female’s initial design was meant for it to be moved and animated in 2D.The
design changed accordingly as the entire animation was moved to 3D, with most of the
key elements in the designed maintained. The 3D model did do justice though even with
the changes; as the piece resembled a powerful female warrior.
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As I went back and forth with my animatic and story while modelling I realized that playing
with stereotypes could help push the story a bit more. I experimented with modelling my
male lead a little on the bulked up yet scared male type. This stereotype played more into
the hands of showing how courageous and strong the female was, even though she was
half the size of the male lead.

Procedural Modelling
From the start I knew that modelling each and every scene in the film wasn’t possible
especially with necessary variations. I, therefore decided, to procedural model as many
screen assets as possible. This was used mainly for creating trees as they filled a major
part in the environments in the latter part of the film. To procedurally model I used Houdini
to build the asset and modify it in any way possible throughout the environment by the
click of a button to fill it up as needed.
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This helped set up and modify assets to set up environments for as many shots as
required in whatever shape as required. Then with the use of Houdini Engine I could
easily import these digital assets into MAYA, along with their variations sliders set up; to
directly create and render the scenes in MAYA.

Scripting
I started searching for ways to make my production go faster in the coming semester and
with that came the decision to write as many codes as I could to ease out the entire rigging
process and complete as many mundane tasks as necessary through scripting. The
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primary rig setup until the painting of weights was mainly done through scripting. The
script helped in saving a lot of time in rigging and helped get the wheels moving quickly.

Rigging
The entire rigging was divided primarily into two sections. One was simple biped rigs that
moved the entire creatures namely for the death characters as they didn’t require facial
rigs with the heavy armor they carried. On the other hand the priest, male lead, female
lead as well as the final two characters in the film needed facial expressions and detailed
rigs to help animate to the finest details possible. These characters had the basic rig
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setups of regular bipeds but the facial rigging system was more advanced. This is the first
time I had rigged faces in 3D and was very proud about the same as it turned out way
better than I expected. However, the entire rigging process for so many characters with
weight painting took more than a month leaving me at the second week of April to finally
start animation.

Animation
The animation process was going to be lengthy and take up a lot of time. With N-cloth
caching and animation of the many characters it was for sure an uphill battle to try and
complete the film by the end of April. A goal that seemed to push itself further and further
away as days passed and the shot-list showed more shots incomplete over complete. I
then recollected that I could crop the story to suit my needs as long as the majority of the
story remained constant. This led to the entire car scene being chopped off to put me into
the church scene to animate. This helped speed up the animation phase ever so slightly
but still didn’t help meet the necessary deadline in April. Also the entire cached N-cloth
animation would only read on my personal laptop on which it was animated and not on
any other work station at RIT causing the entire production plan to fall flat on its face.

At the 11th hour it was a make or break moment as the deadline was ever so close and
one of my lead characters wouldn’t seem to be animated the way I wanted it to as the N-
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Cloth simulations kept getting stuck and crumpled all over the character. All this led to
last moment panicking and remodeling of the female character without the n-cloth
simulations. This resulted in the change in the final design of the character as the top was
now turned into a crop top. However, this also meant re-animating most of the scenes as
the new rig did not interpret half the data from the previous rig despite the rig being the
same.

At this point of the production process character animation was chosen to be more limited
in nature as they were supposed to be chess pieces in an abstract world. However, this
limited form of animation started to be a significant reason for the film not working well as
it always felt that there was so much more to be desired from each shot.

Shading
From the very start of pre-production I had a good idea of how I wanted my film to look.
It had to be a 2D style render of 3D elements because initially it was supposed to be
2D/3D hybrid film and I needed both the elements to be incorporated together seamlessly.
As time moved on, the movie moved on to be completely in 3D but the choice of shading
still remained the same as I wanted the audience to understand the difference from the
real world and the world of chess through this stylistic choice.
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I decided to use ambient occlusion on my characters as an added pass to the scenes.
This was done to give the characters some roundness and depth as they seemed to be
submerged into the scenes, the difference for which can be seen in the renders above.

The final scene when we get out of the world of chess had to be more realistic and
textured. The shaders and lighting in this scene had to have colors and contrast the world
the viewers were in all this while.

Hence as shown above the 2D style lined artwork stayed for majority of the film and a
more stylistic 3D style for the last shot given a totally different sense of space in the two
PURGED|34

universes. This decision proved to be a great time saver as well as it helped reduce render
times drastically.

Rendering
All in all, I somehow managed to get some animation in towards the upcoming deadline
as this time I did not want to miss it. However, this scramble came at a cost. Although
render times were brought down due to use of the toon shader it still came at the cost of
not being able to see how the shaders looked with each consequent scene. This meant
shadows started popping in scenes and a lot of noise being rendering making the shaders
look different in places in the same scene. This resulted in me going back and forth rerendering scenes to make it to the finish line. I flew back right on submission day due to
a mid-way flight cancellation only to barely make it in time to submit the film. But however
due to various inconsistencies in the render the submission wasn’t accepted and I was
asked to resubmit the film in the following semester with better quality output in terms of
animation and renders.
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Post-Production
The part about post production was simple. Once the animation on the characters were
approved, the scenes were rendered and the output was brought into After Effects for
further compositing. These images scenes were brought into Adobe After Effects as
separate layers and were overlaid with their corresponding ambient occlusion layers to
give the necessary look to the film.

Then it was all about getting the necessary disintegration wherever the characters were
being killed. I created mask shapes around the characters being disintegrated to control
where and how the disintegrations began and for how long the particles stayed on the
screen.

The scenes were they overlaid with a vignette so as to direct the eyes of the viewers and
focus their attention towards the characters in scene.

Adobe dynamic link was very useful in transferring the data from after effects to premiere
without any loss in quality to make the final composite and assembly of the film together
easy and effective

The Sound in the film was the whole and soul creation of Mufaris Sultan. He sat with me
right from the early stages of the film and heard the samples I had in my animatic to
PURGED|36

understand what I was looking for in this film. We exchanged a lot of ideas about how the
music should progress as the film moved forward to get the necessary emotional value in
the film. In fact, it was his idea to add a different third track that was more upbeat in order
to cut from the tension to a much lighter mood for the final scene and the film to end on a
slightly happy note with the credits to roll.

The sound effects in the film were also researched and cued by him. As soon as the final
render of the film was ready and it was time locked for effects, I had a copy of it sent
across to Mufaris, who immediately adjusted the background score and its transitions
along with the timings of the sound effects to match the scenes. He was truly a blessing
and didn’t give me any hassles with the sound. He even set the levels of the sound as
per RIT requirements and all that was left was to add it to the film in premiere pro and
render the film out.
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The Committee and Feedback
The Committee was very helpful whenever approached in providing feedback promptly.
The cost of working remotely through most of thesis was that I could not make the most
of this resource. Also, on this journey I wanted to be like an explorer wanting to take on
this journey on my own. I wasn’t afraid of failure as long as I could see and learn as it was
my first solo 3D film. I did fail quite a few times along this journey but also managed to
learn a lot from this journey. All in all, I’m really thankful to Mark for giving me time to
explore my boundaries with this film and provide timely feedback as and when I requested
it.
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Obstacles
The first obstacle that I faced while looking back was managing to rupture my knee
ligaments and damage the soft bone that cushions my knee joints while representing RIT
soccer club. This resulted in a much-needed surgery right after my proposal got accepted
and I had to move back to India to get treated. As the surgery was a success and
rehabilitation was on, there was still a lot of pain and on further diagnosis it was realized
that the temporary ligament had slipped its position and the surgery had to be repeated.
This drastically put me back and the second surgery came at the cost of compulsory
lateral bed rest for 3 months much to my dismay. This definitely ruled me out for the
semester and kept me away from doing any work on my film. Luckily this time the recovery
was better but it took four months to get back on my feet and then move back to Rochester
and finally start my pre-production phase of my film.

However, the semester to follow in Rochester wasn’t easy at all. The snowy cold weather
of Rochester made the pain unbearable at times, making it near impossible to work. This
took away a lot of time but somehow I managed to pull through and get my production
underway.

Later in mid-September as I seemed to be getting things on track, I felt another squeak
in my knee and a huge blood clot developed. There was an enormous swelling in the
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knee and movements started being restricted again. I got a quick MRI scan done only to
figure out that there was another huge rupture near the previous screws to create new
blood clots right between joints restricting knee movement again. Operating at the earliest
meant another semester wasted and stalling on it meant staying with a knee swollen to
the size of a cantaloupe and limping causing further damage to various other ligaments.
I chose health at this point. I met with everyone possible and informed them I wouldn’t be
completing my thesis this semester as my thesis was far from being complete and the
earlier I got the surgery out of the way the earlier I could recover and be back to complete
it as soon as possible.

Later as a resubmission was asked my mother had to undergo a major surgery on sudden
notice due to various physical complications that arose. She tried her best to hide it from
me so that I concentrated on my thesis but that was not to be I couldn’t leave my aged
mother to do it all on her own just because I was completing my thesis miles away. This
meant leaving back for India in mid-July and completing the rest of my thesis from there.
The time to do so was further limited with taking care of my mother and the house thus
resulting in me putting in fewer hours than expected on my film.

This entire scramble and mental strain resulted in the movie turning out to be average
with a lot of mistakes in it. Ones that I only realized after the submission of my film. This
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was mentally and physically demoralizing and nothing was good enough and it put me in
a bit of a slump. I couldn’t look at my film again. The demotivating thoughts that followed
kept leaving me extremely resentful towards my film. This kept going on for a while until
my mother came to my counsel and motivated me to at least end what I started and pull
myself over the line. This all came right at the peak of the moment where I had to re
animate most of my film fly to India to get my passport renewed and finish the film. Come
thanksgiving break and I had just finished reanimating my film in whole awaiting feedback.
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Screening and Critique
The screenings proceeded as expected. There was slight laughter at the major reveal at
the end of the entire thriller being just a chess game. It wasn’t exactly the response I was
hoping for but given the changes to the storyline was something I was willing to accept.
On opening the floor to questions, Prof. Brian Larsen was quick to remind me of how
much was left wanting with the film and how much I had to improve to be better animator.
Prof. Jonathan Seligson asked me about how I’ve grown through this entire experience
and what I shall be taking back, to which I explained how I had grown as a person as
much as I grew as an artist throughout this entire journey. How every obstacle along the
way was a lesson in managing my time as well as tackling problems in the most efficient
way I could at that point. After this Prof. Dave Sluberski applauded the sound in the film
and the recalled his memory of me as a student. Last but not the least I was questioned
by a fellow student as to how I managed to achieve the look in my film during the starting
phase of the movie as she liked it a lot. I ended up explaining the process that I followed
to get the necessary look and she mentioned how she would like to try it out for her films
too.
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Conclusion
The main goal of Purged as a film was for me to test my personal limits as a filmmaker
and to take on a number of mental blocks that I had as a 3D artist. Success of the entire
thesis process however could be gauged on various levels from person to person. There
were various personal and technical goals that I set up for myself right at the start of my
film.

The entire process of modelling, rigging and animating so many characters in my first 3D
film was a great learning curve. The option to take help from other people who could get
the job done was extremely tempting at difficult times, however, the fact that it would cost
me the knowledge and experience of growing as an artist was what encouraged me to
continue on pursuing this film on my own.

The personal and technical growth that I gained from the film have given me much more
confidence in my abilities as a 3D generalist. The entire mental, emotional and physical
growth curve while learning and applying newly learned skills into practice, helped me
grow more as a person to take on various new 3D projects head on. The knowledge
gained to tackle various obstacles whether it be personal or technical shall be a lesson
learned and treasured for life.
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My shortcoming through this entire journey was realizing how much more I needed to
learn to be a character animator. Character animation was a relatively new concept to me
that I only began to learn once I started studying here at RIT. I was always so engrossed
into learning and perfecting my skills with effects animation that I never really gave
character animation enough time or importance through these years. I learned a lot
through the course of production how difficult it is to get those minute moments and
movements right to make the film feel more realistic and believable. In hind sight, I have
also understood how I lost most of the essence in my animation by not being able to
properly apply the basic fundamentals of animation.

Going forward my main focus is grow further as an artist and 3D generalist. Take more
time to practice my artwork and improve and grow with what I know as well. I also plan to
take more time in learning character animation and improving my skills and spend lesser
time in doubting myself and the skills I know after all It's not what you are that holds you
back, it's what you think you are not (Waitley 1980).

I think overall this entire span of time has made me realize how much more I have to offer
as an artist and definitely what my strengths and weakness were. All in all I feel like a
much more accomplished human having been able to cross this final hurdle.
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Appendix

The Original Proposal

Plot to Kill: Working Title

A 2D/3D hybrid Animation Graduate Thesis Production Proposal

By Veenal Roland D’silva

Logline:

A man and woman are on the run from death, escaping it as it tries to kill them.
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Treatment/Story:

A man enters his black and white house turns on the music. Moves around the room as
per the rhythm, grabs his wife and begins to dance with her. They seem to be enjoying
the moment for a while until an arrow zooms right past their eyes cracking the wedding
photo. The couple stare at each other with shock and two more arrows fizz past them
as a small black shadow figure seems to be marking them at a distance. Without a
second thought, the wife grabs the husband’s hand and in a split second they get out
of there.

She drags her husband with her into her mustang, and while she struggles to get it
started the same a shadow pops up, small but sturdy in figure, with a sword in his hand.
His eyes looked sharp and ready to kill. The man, scared, starts screaming, asking her
to start the car. While she panics, struggling to turn on the car, the shadow figure draws
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closer with his sword ready to kill but the car turns on and he vanishes in the headlights
disintegrating into dust. While moving along through their black and white neighborhood

looking for a place to lay low, they reach a bridge. Within a few seconds of driving around
a similar shadow riding a horse is on the chase behind them. As the wife notices him
rushing towards them in the rear-view mirror, she tries to accelerate but a spear arrowed
straight to the tire sends the car swirling. The shadow horse rider rushes to catch up but
vanishes in the headlights of an onrushing white elephant paper truck.

They get out of the car luckily unharmed and find themselves near a cathedral. Seeing
no one approaching them they make haste towards the cathedral in search for refuge.
A priest holding lamp answers the knock opening the huge doors of the cathedral. But
there is a huge thudding sound in the back of black shadows approaching them. It
seems to be drawing closer and closer. The shadow is huge and broad and wields a
flail, while on a chariot ridden by mammals in shape of an elephant albeit they are
nothing but mere shadows. The priest moves forward to shine light towards the
onrushing figure to see it’s face but is too slow as he is struck down by the flail that’s
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swung straight at him. The wife is quick to grab the torch from the disintegrating priest
who then forms dust and suddenly, the huge shadow on his chariot, has teleported right
in front of them to where the priest is standing. The wife turns to see the shadow clearly
in the light and it starts to back off from it scrambling in search of its weapon. She lunges
forward pushing the light on it and it disintegrates into dust right as it’s about to collect
its weapon to strike again. Amazed with the power of the light she carries it and drags
her husband to run out of there.

The man is scared and can barely move, taking just a step at a time. Whereas the
woman is quick pulling him on and spreading the light with the torch. Pushing on with
the hope to survive.

They pull through ahead reaching a farm just behind the cathedral. They see a farmer
sleeping and run towards him in search of help. Just as they are about to approach him,
an arrow hurled towards them. The wife moves instinctively on hearing the wiz of the
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arrow pushing her husband to the ground, but the farmer is pierced through his head.
Making him vanish in the smoke and a shadow suddenly appearing in his place. The
one like the one first seen in front of the headlights. The wife hesitantly moves towards
him with her torch. This shadow however doesn’t back off but hesitantly draws his sword
to attack. But she gets close to him just before he is ready to strike, and he disintegrates.
She notices another 3 shadows catching up on them. She pushes her husband along.
He can’t move anymore and is feeling pale after seeing all that he’s encountered. She
stands firm holding the light and shouting at him to move on. He looks forward and
moves expecting his wife to be right behind him. She stays back holding the light firm
towards the onrushing three shadows. One is a similar one like the one on the horse.
One on the chariot and one slow but small on his foot drawing his arrow. They stop their
charge towards her but keep firing at the couple from a distance. She rushes towards
them dodging the attacks and shines the light on them disintegrating them all. She
stands there breathing heavily. The husband looks back and is amazed at her courage.

She stands there holding the light. He starts moving towards her but in a matter of a
split second her throat is split, and the torch falls to the ground. Another
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short shadow had sneaked up on her to strike her from behind. The husband slowly
moves towards his wife to hold on to what’s left of the disintegration. He can barely
even pay heed to her dying disintegrating body that he notices Another short shadow
approaching him with a sword besides his wife’s killer who is already moving closer step
by step. His picks up the light from the ground and in anger moves towards those figures
and hesitantly the one who killed his wife first. The disintegrates as soon as the light
reaches. And so, does the other as he charges towards it too. He finally stands there
tired, breathing heavily.

The momentary peace is short lived though as a quick whoosh blows the light out of the
torch. He stands there rooted to his spot and scared and has no idea of what just
happened. He struggles to get the torch on but to no avail. There is something
surrounding him in the bushes. Moving faster than what his eyes can see in the
moonlight. He makes a move, but the shadow is in his path. He turns the other way and
it’s there too. It comes closer to him and he backs off but notices it’s on that side too.
He notices it coming closer and tries to make a run for it at the opposite end but notices
the small archer shadow on that side blocking his run. As he turns around the shadow
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is just a step ahead of him. He now notices it to be in the silhouette of a woman who is
well armored like that of an empress.

The female shadow raised her sword and he accepts his defeat. Without a second she
slits his neck dropping him down to the ground turning it all black. Checkmate came the
voice. The king was down on the chess board and the man who we seen so far is the
same guy who’s playing chess with his friend. He slams his hand on the table. Starts
resetting the pieces with black on his side. This time he’s setting up the black pieces.

Rationale:

This idea is one that really excites me. I like the playing with the mind of the audience.
The tease of what’s happening while they put pieces of the story together and the joy of
resolving a mystery that makes the audience feel smarter about themselves. I also like
how the story subtly speaks about a wife’s role in her husband’s life and how important
she is and can be in times of need. The story has elements of love and sacrifice too
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while the drama and tension keep the story moving. I have also loved the game of chess
as a child growing up and the idea of using it in a film has always been considered by
me. I have always wanted to make a love story without making it seem cliché. The idea
of combining chess as a love story with a revealing twist at the end really seems to
excite me.
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Vision:

The story is mainly going to be in 3D, but the shadow figures are going to be in 2D as
2D eliminates the process of having to model and rig that many characters before
having to animate them, thus speeding up the production process. The 2D characters
will mainly be silhouettes with enough highlights to bring out the necessary details in
them and will move in a stylized way thus helping speed up production process. The
shading for most of the

film is going to be in black and white tones so texturing won’t take a lot of time as it is
monochromatic except for the last scene, where we are in real world and everything will
be in color. This should also help save a lot of time in background and character
texturing as well as shading. The main challenge in making this film is compositing the
2D and the 3D animated sequences together to get a seamless render. Getting all
aspects of production done in time is also a realistic challenge but something I am
looking forward to.
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Budget

Requirements
Computer
Cintiq 13HD
Art Supplies
External Hard Drive
Adobe Creative Cloud
Z-Brush
TV Paint
Maya
Houdini
Google Drive
Music
Sound FX
Sound Mix
Pro-Tools
Nuke
Render Farm
Festival Fees

Cost
In Kind
2000
Yes
750
Yes
200
Yes
3 * 70
240
795
Yes
350
3500
Yes
200
0
Yes
250
100
Yes
100
700
Yes
935
Yes
300
Yes
500
Total

Actual Cost
0
0
0
210
240
0
350
0
200
0
250
0
100
0
0
0
500
1850
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Production Calendar

Pre Production :
Script Rough Draft
Script Final Draft
Story Board
Character Design
Animatic

Production:
3D
Character Modelling
Character Texturing
Character Rigging
3D Backgrounds
Animation
FX
Lighting
2D
Keys (rough)
Extremes (rough)
In betweens
Clean Up (Inking, final Line)
Paint
Music
Composer begins

Post Production:
3D Final Edit
2D Final Edit
Compositing
SFX and Folley
Titles and Credits
Final Output

February March

April

May

June

July

August

September October

November December January

February March

April

May
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Production Stills
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